Safety Meeting
June 22, 2020

Agenda
u Introductions & Meeting Goals – Jeff Striek

5 min

u First Aid Training and Little League Safety
Awareness – Timothy Healy

15 min

u COVID-19 Guidelines – Gabe Recos

15 min

u Safety Code – Gary Miloscia

10 min

u Field Management – Justin Rogers

10 min

u Sportsmanship & Code of Conduct – Jeff Striek 5 min
u Questions?
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Safety Meeting Attendance
u via Computer:
u Add your name, league, & team to the chat
u via Phone:
u Email name, league & team to Amanda
Robichaud – arobichaud@gmail.com
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HLL Executive Board
u President – Jeff Striek (508-561-8219)
u VP Baseball – Mike Sullivan (617-851-1752)
u VP – Mitch Riesenberger (617-359-7623)
u Secretary – Amanda Robichaud (973-407-9603)
u Treasurer – Scott Adams (508-441-1686)
u Player Agent – Matt Nelson (617-970-1191)
u League Information Officer – Mike Marzi (860-918-3255)
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HLL League Directors & Key Members
u Majors – Joe Beauchemin (508-801-9619)
u Quad – Mike Spavento (617-429-0053)
u Triple A– Clare Behrens (948-253-0202)
u Double A – Jonanthan Gutierrez (303-550-6422)
u 14U – Mitch Riesenberger (617-359-7623)
u 12U – Katie Stroud (617-233-5845)
u 10U – Katie Stroud (617-233-5845)
u 8U – Jim Valis (508-450-6128)
u Safety – Gary Miloscia (201-239-4488)
u COVID – Gabe Recos (508-259-3691)
u Fields – Justin Rogers (617-201-4468)
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First Aid Awareness
for HLL Coaches
Timothy Healy EMT-P
BLS- HC—F/A Instructor
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Goals

• This course is designed to provide coaches with very
basic first aid techniques to protect the players under
your guidance.
• This presentation only provides a brief overview of the
issues that you may face during the time you are with
these players.
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Goals

•

This presentation addresses the most common
conditions resulting in sudden death and outlines
recommended policies and procedures designed to
improve youth sport safety.

•

Recommend – 8 hour First Aid & CPR Course
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National Governing Bodies (NGBs)

§
§
§

Many children participate in sport programs that are
governed by organizations known as national governing
bodies (NGBs) for youth sports.
These entities strive to promote fair play, increase
physical activity, and provide critical life lessons, values,
and morals to their members, all in a safe environment.
Each NGB should make available to all members
training modules or educational content on best
practices related to the following:
a)
b)

Emergency action plans
Sudden cardiac arrest

e)
f)

Pre Existing medical conditions
Environmental conditions

c)

Brain and neck injury

g)

Medical services

d)

Exertional heat stroke
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Important Principles
First, DO NO HARM
The short person under your care is a child
– Do not treat them as professional athletes
– Having fun is the primary priority
Kids get injured
– The LOUDER a child cries the less injury they
sustained
– The QUIET ones are the one that should worry you
Most injuries are minor and can be treated with simple
measures. It will be highly UNLIKELY that you will
encounter a life threatening injury.
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Legal Protection

• MGL 112 Section 12V: Exemption of certain
individuals rendering emergency cardiopulmonary
resuscitation from civil liability
• Section 12V. Any person who, in good faith, attempts to
render emergency care including, but not limited to,
cardiopulmonary resuscitation or defibrillation, and does
so without compensation, shall not be liable for acts or
omissions, other than gross negligence or willful or
wanton misconduct, resulting from the attempt to render
such emergency care.
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CPR - AED Bill S.1918

•

SECTION 1. Section 47A of chapter 71 of the General Laws, as
appearing in the 2012 Official Edition, is hereby amended by adding
the following 3 sentences:-

•

All coaches shall have a current certification in cardiopulmonary
resuscitation from the American Heart Association, American Red
Cross or other agency or organization approved by the department
of public health. This requirement shall not apply to a coach with a
physical disability. A school district that hires a coach under this
section shall not be responsible for costs associated with the
certification.

•

SECTION 2. This act shall take effect on August 1, 2014.
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AED Required at School Facilities

Section 54C: Automated external defibrillators required at school facilities; certified AED providers; hardship waivers;
personal liability; regulations
[ Text of section added by 2016, 443, Sec. 1 effective July 1, 2018. See 2016, 443, Sec. 3.]
Section 54C. (a) Each school district, vocational district, charter school, approved private day or residential school and collaborative
school shall provide and maintain at least 1 automated external defibrillator, AED, on site at each school facility where instruction is
provided. Each school shall have on staff a person who is an AED provider having current certification in a training course in
cardiopulmonary resuscitation and in the use of an AED in accordance with the standards established by the American Heart
Association or the American National Red Cross. The school administration shall ensure that an AED and AED provider is readily
available at any school-sponsored athletic event.
(b) If a school system in unable to comply with the requirements of this section, the superintendent of the school district, the
administration of a private day or residential school or the board of trustees of a charter school, shall request a hardship waiver from the
department of elementary and secondary education. The department of elementary and secondary education, in consultation with the
department of public health, shall make available to public schools a list of grants and other funding sources that a public school may
access to facilitate the purchase of AEDs.
(c) An AED provider on staff by a school subject to this section who, in good faith, attempts to render emergency care, including
cardiopulmonary resuscitation or defibrillation, and does so without compensation, shall not be liable for acts or omissions, other than
gross negligence or willful or wanton misconduct, resulting from the attempt to render such emergency care.
(d) The department of elementary and secondary education, in consultation with the department of public health, shall establish
regulations and guidelines for the implementation, training, support and supervision of this section.
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Injury Overview
The overall incidence of injury in baseball is 2-8%
The number of injuries increase with age and peak around 12
years.
The average mortality is about 4 per year.
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CPR - AED
-Scene Safety
-Recognition of cardiac arrest
-Call 911/ AED/Social Media
-Compressions/Ventilations
-Minimize Interruptions
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Recommendations

-Access to AED 1-3 minutes
-Train coaches CPR/AED use and Location
-Emergency Action Plan for Athlete or spectator that is rehearsed at
least annually.(1)
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Obstructed Airway

Heimlich Maneuver
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First Aid
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Bleeding
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Respiratory Emergencies

• Asthma
• Allergic Reactions
– Bee Stings
– Peanuts

• Epi Pens
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Head and Neck
Head (Skull Fractures or facial injuries)
ú
ú

Depressed or Penetrating
Concussion

Eye Injuries
ú
ú
ú
ú

Foreign bodies
Fingers into the eye
Corneal Abrasions/lacerations
Struck by ball

Teeth Injuries
ú
ú
ú

Chipped or loose teeth – see dentist as soon as possible
Tooth displaced - Keep the tooth
Try to re-implant if you have the whole tooth plus the root structure

MAKE SURE IT POINTS THE RIGHT WAY
ú Place in a cup of milk and have the parent transport to their dentist or the ER
ú Tuck tooth in-between cheek and gum – transport to dentist or ER

Nose (Fractures)
ú
ú
ú
ú

Bleed a lot
Direct Pressure on the sides (bridge) of the nose controls bleeding
Ice
Seek medical attention
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Head and Neck
Neck (Neck Injuries)
ú
ú
ú
ú

Stabilize head with hand stabilization
Obstructed Airway’s need to be cleared
Do not manipulate the head
Significant Neck Injury
- Numbness, burning sensation
- Inability to move lower extremities

Neurologic
ú
ú
ú
ú

Epileptic
- Head Trauma Induced
High internal temperatures
- Environmental caused
Low Blood Sugar
- Diabetic?
Current Medical Condition?
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Concussion signs observed include:

• Appears dazed
• Vacant facial expression
• Confused about
assignment
• Forgets plays, positions
or past immediate
performance
• Is unsure of game, score,
or opponent
• Moves clumsily or
displays lack of
coordination
• Answers questions slowly

• Slurred speech
• Shows behavior or
personality changes
• Can’t recall events prior
to hit
• Can’t recall events after
hit
• Seizures or convulsions
• Any change in typical
behavior or personality
• Loses consciousness
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Late symptoms of concussion may include
one or more of the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

** Unconsciousness
** Nausea or vomiting
Balance problems or dizziness
Blurred, double, or fuzzy vision
Pressure in head
Neck pain Sensitivity to light or
noise
Feeling sluggish or slowed
down
Feeling foggy or groggy
Drowsiness
Repeating the same
question/comment

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Change in sleep patterns
Amnesia
“Don’t feel right”
Fatigue or low energy
Sadness
Nervousness or anxiety
Irritability
More emotional
Confusion
Concentration or memory
problems (forgetting game
plays)
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Immediate Treatment
• Remove from play
• Have child evaluated by qualified Health Care provider
– MD, DO, PA, Trainer, ARNP
• Generally observe at home
– Any change in signs and Symptoms, immediate
return to Emergency Room or HealthCare Practitioner
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Chest and Abdomen
– CHEST - Chest Trauma
• Rib Fractures
• Respiratory Distress
• Respiratory Arrest

– CARDIAC ARREST - Hit by pitched ball in the chest
• Heart operates on electrical discharge
• Cardiac Contusions
• Pre-disposition with a hidden or occult cardiac defect

– ABDOMEN - Abdominal Injuries
• Spleen
• Liver
• Penetrating Injuries
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Arms and Legs - Fingers and Toes

– SKELETAL - Fractures
• Fractures
– Management – splint, ice and transport

• Sprains and Strains
– Sprain involves the ligaments supporting a joint
» Ligaments attach bone to bone
– Strains involves muscles and tendons
» Tendons anchor muscles to bone
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Sprains - Ice Compression Elevation (ICE)
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Fractures - Splint & Ice, Compression, Elevation (ICE)
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Skin
•
•
•
•
•

Contusions
Abrasions
Lacerations
Punctures
Burns
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Everything Else
– ENVIRONMENTAL
• Dehydration
– Periodic Rest and Fluid Replacement

• Hypothermia
– Low body temperature – warm and dry

• Hyperthermia
– High Body Temperature
» Heat Exhaustion – stopped sweating – increase body
temperature
» Heat Stroke – high body temperature, unconsciousness
and possible seizures

• Sunburn
– Prevention!
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Lightning
Enforce the slogans supported by the National Weather
Service:
a. ‘‘When thunder roars, go indoors.’’
b. ‘‘No place outside is safe when thunderstorms are in the
area.’’
c. ‘‘Half an hour since thunder roars, now it’s safe to go
outdoors!’’
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Access EMS System: 911 – know your location

• Call 911 for the following
– Cardiac or respiratory arrest
– Difficulty in breathing
– Uncontrolled bleeding
– Fractures that stick through the skin
– Unconsciousness
– Seizures
– Allergic Reaction
– Things poking out of - or into them
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Biologic – Infectious Disease Protection
• If it is wet and not yours, don’t touch it (Rule
Book)
– Wash your hands after treating bloody or
snotty kids
• Lots of product on the market
– Wear gloves if available
– Don’t freak out if you get blood or body fluid
on your skin
• Transmission of infectious disease is
remote through intact skin
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Play or Not Play
•
•
•

This is a decision that you should make after
evaluation of the child’s injury.
The safe course is to have them sit out for a period of
time.
DO NOT be influenced by parental desire for “Johnny
or Janie” to gut it out – “no blood no foul” is not the
rule of the day
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COVID-19 Guidelines
Gabe Recos
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COVID-19 Safety Plan Development
§ Guidelines Followed
– State of Massachusetts
– Hopkinton Board of Health
– Little League International
§ Plan Has Been Reviewed With the Hopkinton BOH
§ Updates Will be Made as the State Reopening Plan

Progresses
§ Phase II – Practices Only
§ Phase III – July 6th at the earliest
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Self Certification
§

Self-Certification is the Responsibility of the Parent / Guardian
– Coaches Will Distribute and Collect Acknowledgement Form

§

Coaches Will Need to Track Self Certification at Every Event

§

If a Participant Cannot Self-Certify Then They Must Stay Home

§

If a Participant Cannot Self-Certify Notify HLL Immediately

§

If During the Course of an Event a Participant Becomes Sick
– Remove Participant From Activities and Separate From Group
Immediately
– Notify Parents To Come Pick Up Player / Ask Coach to Leave
– Notify HLL League Official

§

Local Officials Will Provide Direction
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Requirements For Participation
As a requirement to participate in league activities all on-field participants
and spectators must meet the minimum criteria:
§

Show no signs or symptoms of COVID-19 for 14 days as defined by
the CDC:

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptomstesting/symptoms.html
§

Have not had a fever for the past 14 days. The Hopkinton Board of
health has defined a fever as a temperature over 99.5 degrees

§

Have not had “close contact” with an individual diagnosed with
COVID-19 or exhibiting symptoms in the past 48 hours.

§

Have not been asked to self-isolate or quarantine by their doctor or a
local public health official.
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HLL Self Certification Form

• Contact Tracing Requirement
• Link to Google Folder to be provided
after meeting with pre-made forms
• Keep in Coach bag w/ Medical Forms
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On-Field Social Distancing
§

Groups are Limited to 12 Persons, Coaches Included

§

More Than One Group is Allowed on the Field – 20’ Separation

§

Dugouts / Fences Have Been Marked in 6’ Increments

§

Dugouts Limited to 3 People

§

Batting Cages are Closed

§

No Personal Contact Celebrations

§

Select Appropriate Practice Activities

§

Coaches and Any Other On Field Volunteers are Required to Wear Coverings

§

Players Can Remove Coverings if Social Distancing can be Maintained (have
ready, ex. Cooling neck gaitors)

§

Umpires Will be Placed Behind Pitcher During Games

§

Umpires Must Wear Face Coverings

§

No Pre-Game plate meeting this season
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Spectator Requirements
§ Practices are Checkin then Drop and Go, or Wait in Vehicle
– Inclement weather? Spectators wait in car, just in case
§ Games – 1 household member
§ Spectators Must Wear Facecoverings
§ No Loitering Before or After Activities
§ Bleachers Are Closed
§ Fences are Marked in 6’ Increments for Spectators
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Equipment
§

Whenever Possible Gear Equipment Should Not be Shared

§

Ask Parents to Buy Their Own, or Assign Team Gear To a Player

§

Any Gear That Must be Shared Will Need to be Sanitized

§

Limit the Number of Catchers you Have for the Season

§

Rotate Practice Baseballs

§

Keep Game Balls In Wrappers Until Ready To Use

§

Coaches only handle game balls, no umpires. Sanitize foul balls (as needed)

§

Both Teams Provide game balls for their defensive innings

§

Game Balls to be Rotated Every Two Innings

§

Coaches retrieve personal player equipment

§

Maintenance Equipment Off Limits – Bring your Own!
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Cleaning & Sanitizing
§

Coaches Will be Provided With an Approved Sanitizing Spray

§

After All Activities Coaches Are to Spray Down:
– Dugout Bench and Posts
– Fence Top Rail and Posts
– Shared Equipment (i.e. balls, catcher gear, fielding masks, etc.)
– “High Touch Surfaces”

§

Coaches will be Provided with Hand Sanitizer

§

Ask Players / Parents to Bring Their Own Hand Sanitizer

§

Remind Parents to Clean Their Personal Gear

§

If You Run Out Contact Your League Director
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COVID-19 Coach
§ Assign an Asst Coach or Rotate
§ Responsible to Police Players and Parents
§ Responsible to Sanitize “High Touch” Surfaces
§ Distribute Hand Sanitizer
§ Keep Certification / Cleaning Log After Each Practice and

Game
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Other Items
§

No Food, Candy, Gum, Seeds…..

§

Use Multi Use Water Bottles Labeled with Players Name

§

Carrigan 1 Fountain will be shut off

§

Label all Personal Gear and Equipment

§

Restrooms Will be Open for Games Only – TBD

§

Ask Parents to Help!

§

Inclement Weather
– Option A – Return to Personal Vehicles (preferred)
– Option B – Shelter in Dugout with Face Covering
– Option C – Shelter in Shared Vehicles with Face Covering (last resort)
– If inclement Weather is in Forecast Coaches ask parents to stay local
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Safety Code
Gary Miloscia
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Reference Materials
u Medical release forms were in an email and on HLL web
site
u All forms must be completed, signed by parent or legal
guardian, and provided to head coach prior to practice
u Forms must be readily accessible by the Head Coach at
all practices and games, preferably in the Team Medical
Kit
u Signed Code of Conduct – Player, Parent, ALL Coaches
(collected by LDs)
u COVID Best Practices & Self-Cert. Acknowledgement
Form - Parent, ALL Coaches (collected by LDs)
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In Case of Emergency
u Notify League Safety Officer and League President within 24 hours
– Gary Miloscia
gtmil44@gmail.com or 201-239-4488
– Jeff Striek
jstriek@gmail.com or 508-561-8219
u Fill out incident report form located on HLL website and email it to
League Safety Officer and League President (DO NOT mail forms!)
u Talk with other coaches about the incident to ensure accurate detail of
events

u Follow up with those involved
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Safety and Communications
u Call 911 for Emergency
u Direct Emergency Contact Numbers
– Police Department at 508-497-3401
– Fire Department at 508-497-2323
– Poison Control at 800-222-1222
u Information for Emergency Personnel
– Location of the field
– Age of child
– Time and type of injury
– How the injury occurred
– Emergency Medical Release Form
– In the absence of a parent let Medics choose hospital
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Safety Code
u Safety is the responsibility of Adult Members of the local league
u Only players, umpires, and coaches who have been cleared

thru National Background Check are permitted on the playing
field during games and practices
u Inspect field for holes, damage to the fence, dugout, glass,
foreign objects, etc. – Inform League Director
u Keep loose bats and equipment off the playing field
u Inspect equipment regularly – report any problems to your
League Director
u Only official Little League helmets may be worn
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Safety Code - continued
u Catchers must wear catcher’s helmet, face mask, throat
protector, chest protector, shin guards and cup
u Players warming up the pitcher must wear the catcher’s
helmet and face mask and appropriate gear
u There is no head first sliding while advancing to a base, only if
returning to the base after rounding or aborting a steal attempt
u Players may not wear watches, rings, pins, jewelry, or other
loose metallic objects
u Regulations prohibit on-deck batters –No player should
handle a bat until it is their time to bat (KEEP BATS OUTSIDE
THE DUGOUT!)
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Batting Cage Safety
u EMC and Carrigan
u No baseball/softball activities - swinging or throwing –
in area outside of the cages
u Soft toss and tee work allowed in designated areas / OF

u Pyne
u Soft toss and tee work allowed in designated areas / OF

u Please keep an eye out for safety concerns and report
immediately to your League Director or Fields Director
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ACTION PLAN

SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
Athletes who experience one or more of the signs or symptoms
listed below after a bump, blow, or jolt to the head or body may
have a concussion.
SIGNS OBSERVED BY COACHING STAFF
•Appears dazed or stunned
•Is confused about assignment or position
•Forgets an instruction
•Is unsure of game, score, or opponent
•Moves clumsily
•Answers questions slowly
•Loses consciousness (even briefly)
•Shows mood, behavior, or personality changes
•Can’t recall events prior to hit or fall
•Can’t recall events after hit or fall
SYMPTOMS REPORTED BY ATHLETE
•Headache or “pressure” in head
•Nausea or vomiting
•Balance problems or dizziness
•Double or blurry vision
•Sensitivity to light
•Sensitivity to noise
•Feeling sluggish, hazy, foggy, or groggy
•Concentration or memory problems
•Confusion
•Just not “feeling right” or is “feeling down”

As a coach, if you think an athlete may have a concussion, you should:
1. Remove the athlete from play.
2. Keep an athlete with a possible concussion out of play on
the same day of the injury and until cleared by a health care
provider. Do not try to judge the severity of the injury yourself.
Only a health care provider should assess an athlete for a possible
concussion.
3. Record and share information about the injury, such as how it
happened and the athlete’s symptoms, to help a health care
provider assess the athlete.
4. Inform the athlete’s parent(s) or guardian(s) about the possible
concussion and refer them to CDC’s website for concussion
information.
5. Ask for written instructions from the athlete’s health care
provider about the steps you should take to help the athlete safely
return to play. Before returning to play an athlete should:
Be back to doing their regular school activities.
Not have any symptoms from the injury when doing normal
activities.
Have the green-light from their health care provider to begin the
return to play process.
For more information and to order additional materials
free-of-charge, visit: www.cdc.gov/HEADSUP.
The information provided in this document or through linkages to other sites is not a
substitute for medical or professional care. Questions about diagnosis and treatment
for concussion should be directed to a physician or other health care provider.

IT’S BETTER TO MISS ONE GAME THAN THE WHOLE SEASON.

Safety Guidelines – Accident Injury Reminders
u Do
– Provide (if trained) or assist in obtaining medical attention

for those who require it
– Provide Injury Reports in a timely manner
– Obtain Dr.’s note to play if child diagnosed with concussion
– Carry First-Aid Kit and Medical Form Info!! (A must)
– Have a charged Cell phone with the appropriate parent
numbers as well as Hopkinton Emergency numbers
programmed into your cell phone or simply have their
medical form
– See Lightning, Hear Thunder? Seek shelter away from
field for at least 30min.
ú May result in cancelled game; reschedule as needed
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Safety Guidelines – Accident Injury Reminders
u Don’t
– Administer or supply any medication (exception if trained:
Epi Pen, Inhalers)
– Hesitate in providing first aid based on your level of training
– Hesitate to contact emergency services for assistance or to
ask for help – (problems let me know)
– Transport injured individuals
– Leave a child unattended – applies to players AND umpires
AND Dog House workers
– Hesitate to report any present or potential safety hazard
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Safety Guidelines – Common Sense Approach
u First Aid Kit
– Keep it well stocked
– Contact League Directors if you run out of items

u Equipment
– Keep it in good working condition
– Contact League Directors if you need items replaced or

repaired

u Fields
– Report problems to your League Director (i.e. holes,

hazards, etc.)

u Cell Phones
– Keep a charged cell phone available on the field during

games and practices in case of emergency
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Safety Guidelines – Common Sense Approach
u Parking
– Carrigan Park
§ Park in Marshall Street Lot - behind Carrigan 1, 1st base

line
§ Please do not park at the 85 Main Street lot during their
regular business hours including Saturday
– EMC Park
§ Please park in lines to allow for maximum parking
§ DO NOT Park on the driveway in or out
§ Cars parked illegally will be tagged and towed
§ DO NOT park in restricted areas
§ DO NOT in the HCA parking lot
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Bats – Rule Change Regarding Composite Bats
u Wooden bats are permitted for use in HLL.
u Coaches should inspect bats brought by
players and not provided by HLL prior to the
start of each game. (ONLY USA BASEBALL
APPROVED BATS CAN BE USED – DOUBLE
A & ABOVE)
u Tee Ball thru Single A
u May use bats 26 in or shorter, WITH USA
Baseball sticker, provided by HLL
u Inspected and available during Field
Cleanup, or thru League Directors
u The use of illegal bats will may result in the following
u Initial offense: if ball put in play, batter is out and runners return to base, no runs can
score.
u Additional offense may result in forfeit and addition action by Board of
Directors
u This is an insurance issue, and you are liable.
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Final Review
u Keep your first aid kit readily available
u Activate EMS system when needed – call 911
u Designate someone to watch for responders
u AED Device located at EMC Park in Equipement
Shed/Garage
uCarrigan Park – AEDs located at Fire
uOther Fields – First Responder vehicles will have AEDs
u Remember Do’s and Don’ts
u Know the bat rule and inspect player bats
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Field Management
Justin Rogers
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Field Crew
uJustin Rogers: 617-201-4468
uKyle Moore
uGary Miloscia
uMike Sullivan
uTed Barker Hook**
uMike Beattie
uScott Reed
uGuna Medhi
uPaul Reilly
uJake Gronemeyer
uDavid Tiber
uMarc Ricci
uBryan Reilly
uChris Brooks
uKevin MacLennan
** children no longer in program
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What we’ve been up to…
2018-2019

For 2021

§EMC
–Replacement of hose

§EMC
–McIntyre and Egan infields

system to wet down fields Training needed!!
–Cages – Brand new last
year. Able to put up and
take down ourselves.
–Colella – Infield completely
redone
–Warning Tracks re-done
§Carrigan
–Dugouts on C2
–Re-sized C2
–Move C2 Bleachers to
Right Center Field
–Shed
–Filled in C1 dugouts – No
Floods!
–C1 Warning Track re-done
–Irrigation fixed on both
fields
§Pyne
–Shed

ready for season
–Fix fence around dumpster
§Carrigan
–Fix grass around C1 infield
–Remove warning track from
left field of C2. All grass.
–Improve grass in C2
outfield now that irrigation is
fixed.
§Pyne
–Parks & Rec looking for
CPC funding to add irrigation
§School Fields
–Improve Elmwood and
Hopkins fields for our
younger players
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Field Duties for 2020 Season
u 2020 League Responsibilities
u This year will be much different for League and Team responsibilities

u Field Maintenance
u Training for new Field Crew as needed – If you would like a refresher, contact Justin
u Infield & Outfield Lines
u Only field crew. Garage and containers will be locked.

u Infield
u Tractor use will be monitored and only use if given go-ahead by Justin.
u With season in July and August the infields may get dusty. We will try to get water on

them as much as possible.
u Drags and rakes will not be out on the field. Only field crew will use. Can bring your own.
u Fields will try to be prepped and lined each day before games. Weekends will be done in

the morning and again in the afternoon. There is a chance you may have a game without
infield lines and batter boxes but outfield lines will always be done.
u Gamesaver will be locked up and only used by the Field Crew We will plan accordingly

for rain. Hope is to have no rainouts.
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Field Duties for 2020 Season
u Field Cleanup
u Clean-up Days were 6/13-6/14, and 6/20 Thank you to the field crew!
u No organized clean up days for parents or coaches.

u Coach - Game Day Responsibilities
u EMC
u Remove field tarps if still on the field. If last game of the day put tarps back on field. Use gloves or

sanitize hands after
u Carrigan
u If baseball game – Move portable mound on the field before the game and off when done. Do not

leave the mound on the field. Plan and ask coaches to help after the game. Use gloves or sanitize
hands after.
u Remove field tarps if still on the field. If last game of the day put tarps back on field. Use gloves or

sanitize hands after.
u Pyne
u If baseball game – Move portable mound on the field before the game and off when done. Do not

leave the mound on the field. Plan and ask coaches to help after the game.
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Parking

Every team deserves a freshly groomed/cleaned field
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Sportsmanship &
Code of Conduct
Jeff Striek
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Sportsmanship and Code of Conduct
u Head coaches are responsible for the behavior of the
players, parents and fans at the game. Any discourteous
treatment of players, umpires or coaches is unacceptable.
Any such acts will be reported to the HLL Board of Directors
and corrective action will be taken.
u Only head coaches are allowed to discuss matters with an
umpire during a game. Remember many of the umpires
are often kids themselves and not adults. Violation can
result in an ejection as well as disciplinary action by the
HLL Board of Directors.
u No one may question or argue ball/strike calls in any
circumstance. (Implications of Home Plate Umpire change)
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Code of Conduct
Hopkinton Little League
Short Form Code of Conduct Agreements
The following HLL Player Short Form Code of Conduct and HLL Parent Short Form
Code of Conduct Agreements are intended to present in a simplified manner the
behavioral expectations enumerated by the full HLL Code of Conduct.
These short form descriptions in no way supersede or limit the obligations and
expectations created by HLL Code of Conduct which all parents signed during the
registration process. To review that document in full, please visit the HLL website
Documents section at http://hopkintonlittleleague.com/Documents.asp.
Both the Player and Parent Codes of Conduct must be read and signed prior
to participation in the current HLL season.
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Parent Code of Conduct
•

I understand that HLL is organized, maintained, and administered by unpaid
volunteers.

•

I will remember that the point of Little League is for the children to
have fun. Winning is NOT the primary goal. This is NOT College or High School
athletics and should not be viewed with the degree of competitiveness that would
be appropriate for those levels.

•

I will be respectful of all players, coaches, league administrators, and umpires,
and will not engage in displays of anger or frustration.

•

I understand that minimum playing time rules are dictated by HLL and agree to
respect coaching decisions regarding position and batting order.

•

I will not approach players, umpires, or coaches before, during or immediately
after games or practices with anything other than support.

•

I am responsible for the behavior of my guests (grandparents, other relatives,
friends, etc.) and will take steps to control their behavior if necessary.

•

I agree to notify the HLL Board of Directors of questionable conduct such as
abusive behavior by a player, coach or fan. The Board may be contacted by email
at hopkintonlittleleague@gmail.com

•

If I do not feel I can behave appropriately, my best choice will be to leave the field
until the game or practice is over.
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Field Signs
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Coach’s Etiquette
u NO TEAM IS ALLOWED ON A FIELD WHILE A TEAM IS
PRACTICING; please wait until the field has been cleared prior to
taking the field
u Weekday practices that start at 4:00 are 90 minutes long and must
end at 5:30 not 5:45
u Batting Cages: closed
u There is no infield before a game; players should warm up in the
outfield while fields are being prepped
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GameChanger Statistics Privacy Settings
uNo Person Besides Coaching Staff should have access to
statistics.
uHow To Edit Stat Settings:
1.Log into your account and go to your GameChanger team
page.
2.Click on "Team Settings" in your "Team News" tab.
3.Scroll down to "Stat Settings,” click "Who can see stats,” and
make sure only “Confirmed Members” have access.
4.View your current settings or click "Edit" to update.
5.Edit your Stat Settings so they are for “Confirmed Members”
only and under “Confirmed Members can see” Select “No
Stats” and click "Save.”
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Key Items & Dates
u Update your teams ASAP
u Forms: Medical, Code of Conduct, COVID Acknowledgement
u Playoffs will be randomly seeded (i.e. Round Robin)
u Work out player & coach conflicts early (i.e. call ups, coach availability)!
u Practices – Update Drills, Have a plan!
u Focus on FUN – equal playing time, all positions, everyone pitches
u Brush off bad calls and move on!
u Ask Questions, Communicate, Educate, Follow, Alert us
Dates
u Practices start 6/24 – regular season slots ONLY
u Regular Season 7/6 – 8/7 (Dependent on Phase 3 start)
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Final Thoughts

Questions?

Thank you
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